To complement its efforts to conserve nature in the wild, the Convention on Biological Diversity should develop a comprehensive and adequately funded global effort to preserve intact genomes and viable cells for every known species and for new species as they are discovered. Super-cold freezing is the current method of choice, from a whole rhino skin to a bacterium.
Freezing tissue costs US$200-300 per species, with negligible maintenance costs. Preserving material from all the roughly 1.8 million known species would cost about $540 million. The United States spends more than $1 billion every four days on the war in Afghanistan. So less than $1 billion to preserve the DNA of all known species on Earth, with whom we share billions of years of evolutionary history, seems like good value.
Keeping DNA intact for future research has the potential for cloning and for the resurrection of extinct species. Some worry that we might then do less to save life in the wild. But it does not make sense to lose genomes forever just because we lack the motivation to pursue conservation at the same time.
Plants are currently better represented in frozen collections than animals, with the best coverage for agricultural species. But seed banks collectively hold viable tissue of just a fraction of all known species. There is no shared plan or funding for an entire encyclopedia of life.
We Having been recruited from the United States by Science Foundation Ireland (SFI), we were shocked to discover how poorly planned and disjointed the research system seems to be in Ireland. The SFI does not make clear to either the host institution or the recruited scientist that their investment in the recruit is short-term. One learns after recruitment that universities often do not want to employ researchers for longer than 4 years, to avoid commitments under the European Union's fixed-term workers' contract.
Continuous changes by the SFI to core funding programmes, combined with cronyism in the Irish university system, mean that the career structures and support needed to build a stable research environment are missing.
Many Irish researchers are discontented; some have left or are leaving the country (D. Ahlstrom The Irish Times 17 December 2010). Ireland seems not to realize that it is scientists who drive research, focusing instead on large capital investments in impressive research buildings that bolster the image of an economic strategy.
Many countries try to emulate the US academic system. This is based on money, yes, but also on supporting talent through the tenure track. Ignore this and valuable government finances will be wasted and the careers of young scientists will hit a dead end. Developing a knowledge economy requires some knowledge of how to do it properly. 
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